
Delaware Park Offers the Best Wedding
Venues in the State

/EINPresswire.com/ Big Events in the lives of Visitors should be done in true style

Very few events in a person’s life are more memorable than their wedding, so it’s no surprise

that couples looking for the very best often turn to Delaware Park to help provide their needs.

What is it about the park that makes weddings there so special, though? As so many have

already found out, the answer is… everything!

With the main facility located at the White Clay Creek Country Club, Delaware wedding venues

outside of the area have a hard time competing.

As one of the largest gambling facilities in the region, Delaware Park offers more than just a few

rooms for visitors. In fact, the entire park is carefully designed and maintained to provide guests

with a beautiful and scenic region, which means that visitors looking to hold their wedding will

be able to enjoy all the beauty of an area that’s been carefully nurtured to create a beautiful

scene. 

Other issues can be important for guests, too, from the amount of space available to how easy it

will be to feed everyone after the ceremony. Fortunately, the White Clay Creek Country Club can

accommodate even some of the largest wedding groups, not to mention provide a variety of

meal plans by an experienced banqueting team. The tables might need to be set up outside, but

however the team has to work to make it happen, it will.

Visitors to Delaware Park are welcome to look through the wide selection of wedding plans

currently available, covering everything from small, intimate, and inexpensive ceremonies to

parties and celebrations that will put even the biggest events in the main casino rooms to

shame. For more information on the wedding opportunities of Delaware Park, visit the official

website.

Delaware Park is one of the top gambling locations on the East Coast, featuring nearly 2,500 slot

machines in addition to a wide variety of table games, sports betting, horse racing, and other

gambling opportunities 24/7, closing only on Easter and Christmas Day. Some gambling items

are seasonal or limited-time (such as betting on specific events), and guests can take comfort in

the knowledge that Delaware Park abides strictly by all relevant laws to ensure a safe, legal

gambling experience. Find out more about what Delaware Park has to offer by visiting

http://www.delawarepark.com/delaware-wedding-venues.php


http://www.delawarepark.com today.

About Us

Delaware Park is a Video Lottery Agent for the Delaware Lottery. All games are Lottery games

controlled by the Delaware Lottery. 21 or older to play. Play responsibly.
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